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"Fall Planting by All Means"

is the message sent in by our customers. Even the most sceptical, after accepting our suggestion, have become enthusiastic with the results.

In actual tests made with New Brunswick Roses last year in cold New Hampshire, in the raw, uncertain climate of the North Shore near Chicago, in Lenox, Mass., at Newport, R. I., in Carthage, N. Y., in Philadelphia, with planting December 20, in St. Louis, and even in Florida on high dry soils, the reports all say that New Brunswick Roses came through in excellent shape and produced the most beautiful blooms ever seen.

And Very Good Reasons There Are for Such Successes:

FIRST. Strong, healthy bushes grown to a high standard of perfection.
SECOND. Freshly dug and planted promptly in your garden this fall, the loss in vitality is reduced.
THIRD. With their full sturdiness, they establish at their roots and in the spring start to grow with nature.

OUR INSURANCE POLICY ENCLOSED PROVIDES AGAINST YOUR LOSS

Planted by our simple instructions in the policy, there is little use for the replacement feature mentioned therein, except that it is encouraging more and more rose lovers to reap the benefits, not only in having more rose bushes live, but with Better Blooms from these Better-Bred Bushes.

Read the enclosed policy carefully, select your varieties, and send us your order today.

Cordially yours,

FRED. D. OSMAN, Proprietor
**DEPENDABLE DESCRIPTIONS**

In line with the rose progress that is being developed in America, especially through the American Rose Society, we have anticipated the results of a questionnaire sent to its 4,000 members in two ways:

1. By continuing, as we have done previously, in presenting only varieties that we know will do well in the climates having adverse weather conditions.
2. By asking an amateur rose lover to describe our Roses and include their faults.

Each year we discourage the more enthusiastic visitors to our fields with many varieties that we grow for our southern trade, or that have outstanding faults. These, while beautiful in color and form, we have found to be fickle in our northern climate. That is one reason why we have had such excellent results in the colder and more treacherous parts of our country.

You may now select your varieties from this list with full dependence in the results and your anticipations.

FRED, D. OSMAN, Proprietor.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>Selected List of Dependable Hybrid Tea Roses</strong></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>All covered by our Insurance Policy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$1 each, $10 per doz., $75 per 100, except where noted</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Betty.** Loveliest of all Roses in the bud, with delicately recurving petals of coppery rose, showing the inner surface of buff-pink. A vigorous, wholesome plant with broad, waxy foliage.

**Chateau de Clos Vougeot.** Dark, midnight-red of velvet sheen and texture, fully double and intensely fragrant, cold-hardy plant of low, erect growth, $1.25 each.

**Columbia.** Ideally shaped flowers of bright rose-pink, with firm petals, golden tinted at the base; very fragrant. Strong, almost thornless plants and foliage which resist attacks of enemies.

**Duchess of Wellington.** The supremacy of the well-known Duchess as the best yellow Rose has been threatened by a great many of our new varieties. But in spite of its fewness of petals and somewhat slender flower stems, this is one of the most dependable yellow Rose to date, for its long buds, delicate color, excellent growth, and blooming qualities.

**Etoile de France.** Cherry, crimson blooms of generous size, sweetly shaped in the bud, and full of rich red, fragrant petals when wide open. This Rose needs protection from Rose troubles. A little shade helps preserve the color which, like most reds, is injured by too much hot sunshine. A Rose of much merit and delight.

**Eldorado.** Golden globular buds often stained with crimson, and rich yellow flowers so full of petals that the stem cannot always bear their weight. Fine foliage for a yellow Rose. $1.90 each.

**Francis Scott Key.** A multitude of overlapped curling petals build up this noble and imposing crimson Rose upon a sturdy, leafy stem. It is best when the weather is not too hot.

**General MacArthur.** Bright crimson, well-formed buds which open to big blooms of scarlet-red; intensely fragrant. The bush is strong and blooms freely, especially in spring and autumn.

**Gruss an Teplitz.** Best natured and best loved of Roses, always good, and always dependable. It blooms in lavish bunches, without stop, from spring to fall, bright crimson, double, and most fragrant. Much too strong a plant for planting with other Roses, it should be hedged by itself or grown as a hedge. Planted alone, it makes a splendid specimen.

**Grange Colombe.** Perfect, creamy buds and well-shaped flowers, with lown and salmon centers, delicately perfumed. Plant is very strong, quite healthy and unusually floriferous. A fine light-colored Rose.

**Hi. V. Machin.** Bright crimson, slowly unfolding buds and flowers of perfect form. The color keeps well when the flowers are cut. A robust, vigorous plant, profusely blooming in spring and fall.

**Killarney Queen.** Sparkling, ruffled flowers with wide, expanded petals borne extravagantly in sprays all through the season. Brightly decorative and good, but very vigorous there is no mildew.

**Lady Ashdown.** Queenly flowers of moderate size, of perfect shape, and glistering pinks illumined with a yellow glow. Strong-growing plants, most prodigal in bloom and very hardy.

**Lady Ursula.** One of the truly reliable Roses upon which the experienced grower relies to maintain continued bloom and color in his garden. The flowers are crimson, with rose tints, and are borne freely and steadily throughout the summer and fall, until stopped by freezing weather. The bush is of strong growth, and has foliage of the best quality.

**La Tosca.** A strong-growing bushy plant, liberal with its gracefully pointed buds and bright informal flowers of silver-pink. One of the prettiest and most dependable of garden Roses.

**Mme. Butterfly.** Exquisite buds of gold and pink which slowly open to most dainty flowers of soft pale pink and yellow, sweetly perfumed. Plant is tall and blooms in giant branching sprays.

**Mme. Edouard Herriot.** Fiery copper buds, and half-filled flowers of glowing orange-pink, which becomes softer as they age. A remarkable Rose of excellent habit, fair foliage, and abundant bloom.

**Mme. Jules Bouche.** Very pretty buds and flowers of winnow shape and finish; almost white, with a faint pink blush at the center. Excellent bushy plants that bloom incessantly from spring to fall.

**Mme. Ravary.** Yellow buds which open rather quickly to cup-shaped, moderately full blooms of golden color with low, rather heavily blotching, but fair foliage.

**Miss Cynthia Forde.** A thrifty-growing, long-stemmed Rose, with fully double, bright pink flowers, gracefully built of many symmetrically placed petals, whose somewhat pointed tips are sharply outlined with a whitish line. A very distinct and lovely Rose, cherished by all who have grown it for its steady, though not profuse, production of high-grade flowers.

**Miss Lolita Armour.** A striking and desirable Rose of sultry, sunset colors; gold, scarlet-pink, and orange, blended and melted together. The heavy flowers usually nod, which is its main fault. $1.50 each.

**Mrs. Arthur Robert Waddell.** Gay and attractive by reason of its long, bronzy buds and half-double copper-pink and yellow flowers, produced profusely by a rampant-growing, healthy plant. One of the best decorative Roses in the copper-colored class, particularly effective in masses or borders.

**Mrs. Aaron Ward.** A dainty Rose of golden brown, especially in cool weather; lighter in hot sunshine. The bush is low, spreading bush, shining with its rich green leaves. A most splendid full blooming bush.

**Natalie Bottner.** Large well-modeled flowers of pale flesh-color, deepening to yellow at the center borne on a healthy plant, much above the average in growth and blooming qualities.

**Ophelia.** Sweet and virginal in bud and flower, exquisitely tinted with the palest shades of pink and gold. The plant is not unsuitable, and is everywhere recommended for the greenhouse, or for adjacent beds.

**Radiance.** The best lively pink Rose in existence for vigorous growth and continual production of beautiful fragrant flowers for bedding or cutting. A Rose with which it is hard to fail.

**Red Radiance.** Equal to Radiance in growth, continuity of bloom, and generally similar to it except for the intense red color. A well-branched, free flowering bush.

**Reine Marguerite d’Italie.** A charming, fairly large Rose of carmine-red, well-shaped, double and sweet. The plant is well-branched, moderate in growth, and highly resistant to disease; liberal in bloom. A splendid old variety just a little different from the usual run of red Roses.

**Rotselie.** An improved Chateau de Clos Vougeot, being a cross between that variety and Ulrich Brunner. Upright growth and well-formed deep red buds and blooms, freely produced throughout the season. $1.25 each.

**Souvenir de Claudius Pernet.** The new, sensational yellow Rose whose clear, stainless color holds without fading until the petals fall. Beautiful in bud and half unfolded. The plant is very strong, with remarkable dark glossy foliage and an abundance of prickles. The most outstanding new Rose because it provides the long-wanted faultless yellow color in a hardy, everblooming garden Rose. $1.50 each.

**William R. Smith.** Good hardy Tea Roses are scarce, and this charming Rose is one of the best. Creamy flowers flushed with pink, freely produced on extremely healthy vigorous plants.

**Willowmere.** More and more becoming a first favorite with keen rose lovers, its glorious sunny pink buds and blooms on their strong cutting stems, make friends for it in every garden. The luminous color of its enormous well-shaped flowers, and the strong growth of the plant make it one of the most deserving of all Roses for bedding or indoor decoration. A top-notch sort.
Hybrid Perpetual Roses

HYBRID PERPETUAL ROSES are taller, stronger, and much harder than Hybrid Teas. They are the best Roses for those parts of the country where severe below-zero temperatures may be expected in winter. They bloom tremendously in early summer, surpassing all but the climbers in profusion, and give occasional flowers in summer and fall. Most of them are intensely fragrant, with the genuine Rose perfume. $1 each, $9 per doz., $70 per 100.

Baroness Rothschild. Impressive blooms of clear, light pink on stiff, rigid stems, each flower set in a ruff of green leaves. Perfect, but lacks fragrance.

Frau Karl Druschki. Another scentless beauty of snowy white, with matchless buds and blooms of gigantic size, freely produced all summer and fall. The best white Rose.

General Jacqueminot. A sturdy fragrant old veteran whose bright red coat is still honorable. The favorite of old gardens where it sometimes blooms in the fall.

George Dickson. Strong-growing, but not so dependable as others. It is grown and admired only for its blackish scarlet flowers of the utmost perfection of form and scent.

Hugh Dickson. Big, husky plants profusely full of scarlet-red blooms early in the season, intensely fragrant and of splendid form. A good Rose for backgrounds.

J. B. Clark. Another rampant plant,lisibly loaded with well-shaped double blooms of sparkling red, often shaded darker, but lacking the block sheen of George Dickson.

Magna Charta. Glowing pink in the richest of tints, and fragrant to the utmost degree. A Rose which is unsurpassed in beauty and dependability. Profuse in early summer.

Mrs. R. G. Sharman-Crawford. A splendid sort which is liberal in producing its fragrant and attractive light pink blooms at intervals throughout the summer and autumn.

Mrs. John Laing. Another pink, of distinct and lovely shade and form which blooms steadily through the season. One of the very finest and best of the Hybrid Perpetuals.

Paul Neyron. The biggest of all Roses, very sweet but not very well shaped, and the bright pink color blurs somewhat. It often blooms a little in the autumn.

Prince Camille de Rohan. Medium-sized, intensely fragrant flowers of rich maroon, shaded with crimson and black. One of the darkest and sweetest of all.

Ulrich Brunner. Bright, light crimson blooms, well shaped in bud, loose when open; very fragrant and productive, most profuse in early summer. One of the most popular Roses.

Polyanthas or Baby Roses

The cluster-blooming Polyanthas are splendid for massing effects, edging other shrubs, bordering a driveway or pool, and make a lovely low hedge if sheltered somewhat from severe weather. They bloom more freely and oftener than other Roses and are scarcely ever out of flower. Their colors range through red, scarlet, and crimson, enchanting shades of pink and white, and there are a few with yellow and orange tints. We have in stock a fine assortment of the best varieties.

FEED YOUR ROSES WELL

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Special Rose Food</th>
<th>Sheep Manure</th>
<th>Alphano Humus</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>10 lbs.</td>
<td>$1 00</td>
<td>25 lbs.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>25 lbs.</td>
<td>2 00</td>
<td>50 lbs.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>100 lbs.</td>
<td>5 00</td>
<td>100 lbs.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>500 lbs.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Ton Lots</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

All prices F.O.B. New Brunswick, N. J.

Prices for red, white and pink Polyantha Roses, $9 per dozen; $70 per 100.

Two dozen in a 6-foot bed in the yard will give a delightful spot of color all summer.
CLIMBING ROSES

CLIMBING ROSES in full bloom are the most spectacular flowers in their season north of the tropics. Their superabundance of small or large flowers is such as to conceal the plant. To this profusion, many add lovely form and fragrance. They may be used on porches, arches, trellises, or pillars; they may scramble on a wall or slope; they may be clipped or tied in to form a hedge. All are hardy, except where noted.

Alida Lovett. Clear, luminous pink flowers of Hybrid Tea quality. Plant very vigorous; foliage good. Most attractive and dependable. $1 each, $10 per doz.

American Pillar. A climber of tremendous strength which habitually scrambles completely in enormous sprays of small single flowers of brilliant pink, with a sparkling white eye, continuing its astonishing display for several weeks. A superb climber for covering fences, walls, old trees, or tall pillars. 50 cts. each, $5 per doz., $35 per 100.

Bess Lovett. The best of the large-flowered red climbers because of its fine profusion of bloom and cleanly habit of dropping its petals when they fade. $1 each, $10 per doz.

Christine Wright. Charming bright pink blooms of large size and fine form. Usually the earliest to bloom and often gives a few flowers in the fall. $1 each, $10 per doz.

CLIMBING American Beauty. Most beautiful large carmine-pink blooms when first open, but spoils itself by holding them when they have faded. 75 cts. each, $7.50 per doz., $50 per 100.

Climbing Lady Ashtown. Hardier than most Hybrid Teas, but needs heavy protection in winter. Blooms throughout the season. Flowers pink, like bush Lady Ashtown. $1 each, $10 per doz.

Dorothy Perkins. The well-known, widely planted bright pink rambler, blooming in big clusters of small well-formed flowers. Makes tremendous growth and is very hardy. A standard hedge or fence Rose, equally good for covering banks or for any purpose where a strong-growing trailing or climbing plant is needed. 50 cts. each, $5 per doz., $35 per 100.

Dr. W. Van Fleet. An extremely strong climber, producing flowers of most exquisite pale pink on long stems for cutting. Loveliest of all. 75 cts. each, $7.50 per doz., $50 per 100.

Emily Gray. The best yellow climbing Rose, but needs careful protection in zero weather. Buds and flowers golden yellow. Foliage is perfect. $1 each, $10 per doz.

Excelsa. The crimson-scarlet successor to the old Crimson Rambler. Better in growth, profusion of flowers, and especially in foliage. 50 cts. each, $5 per doz., $50 per 100.

Gardenia. Golden yellow buds and very light yellow flowers borne on very strong plants of lovely habit. Hardier than Emily Gray but not so yellow, 75 cts. each, $7.50 per doz., $50 per 100.

Gloire de Dijon. A fawn and pink climbing Tea Rose, occasionally reported hardy in New England, but not reliably so north of Virginia. Everblooming and lovely. $1 each, $10 per doz.

Heart of Gold. The brand-new Rose created by Dr. Van Fleet and introduced by the American Rose Society and the United States Department of Agriculture. New for the first time. Brilliant scarlet-crimson single flowers up to 3 inches across, with a white and gold center. Extremely free-blooming and magnificent in bloom. $2 each.

Hiawatha. Big clusters of small single flowers of brilliant carmine, with a white eye and prominent yellow stamens. One of the most brilliant and attractive. 50 cts. each, $5 per doz., $35 per 100.

Mary Wallace. Introduced two years ago as Heart of Gold is introduced this year, and has made a tremendous impression. Very strong growth, lovely large pink blooms of an exquisitely vivid shade. Well tested, dependable, and beautiful. $1 each, $10 per doz.

Paul's Scarlet Climber. Medium-sized, scarlet-crimson, well-shaped blooms of dazzling brilliancy. The most striking color in climbing Roses, and the plant is not so embarrassingly vigorous as some—ten or twelve feet is its limit. $1 each, $10 per doz.

Purity. A splendid large-flowering white climber of the Alida Lovett type. Very pretty and dependable in its clean, fresh color. Not so rampant as Silver Moon. $1 each, $10 per doz.

Silver Moon. A Rose of tremendous vigor, with very large, almost single flowers of unique charm. Foliage is especially attractive when out of flower. 75 cts. each, $7.50 per doz., $50 per 100.

Tausendschon. Erect stiff canes, usually without thorns, and jolly big bunches of fluffy flowers of many shades of pink, white, and cream. Well known and dependable. 75 cts. each, $7.50 per doz., $50 per 100.

Yellow Rambler. A strong-growing Rose of the Crimson Rambler type, with clusters of yellow buds and creamy flowers. Hardier, but not so yellow as Emily Gray. 75 cts. each, $7.50 per doz., $50 per 100.

SHRUB ROSES

F. J. Grootendorst. A strong, healthy hedge or shrub Rose, producing continuously large sprays of bright red flowers like small carnations. Can be kept about 4 feet tall.

Rosa Hugonis. Bright yellow single flowers, covering the long, wandlike branches in early spring. It grows 2 to 8 feet high and as much through, small and beautiful foliage.

Rosa Xanthina. Similar to Hugonis, but of stiffer, more erect growth, with shining red stems and prominent thorns. Flowers bright yellow, very pretty, and early.

NEW BRUNSWICK NURSERY

Rose Specialists with a "Growing Reputation"

Lincoln Highway, South of New Brunswick, New Jersey

FRED. D. OSMAN, Proprietor